Notes

Members Attending: Mark Robinson (Temp Chair), Lane Blanchard, Kris Kirmse, Shawn Lander

Others Attending: Anne Allen, Troy Haynes, Dan Miller, Dave Connelly

Remote Attendance: Jeffrey Capehart, Tom Livoti, David Huelsman, Saira Hasnain, Chris Easley

3:00 to 4:30 pm 04/04/2017 Hub 272

AGENDA ITEMS

UFEM - Trend Update

Anne Allen - Accessibility Policy and Standard.

Updates on some or all of - Beacon policy draft, Code42 (a.k.a. Crashplan), Trend Micro

*No deliverables discussed for next meeting.

**Trend Update

Kris Kirmse: Rolling out tests. Managing user expectations among the testers.

**Accessibility Policy and Standards

Anne Allen: Provided powerpoint, same that was provided at IT@UF. Why important and now have the resources available? Electronic Information Technology (EIT) Accessibility is now considered a civil right. Looks at this issue as a Risk Management approach. Good summary of the WCAG 2.0 AA is www.wuhcag.com.

http://accessibility.ufl.edu DRAFT POLICY.

Tools and Resources Available: SiteImprove, SensusAccess, BookEye Scanners-libraries. Canvas has UdoIT tool, has to be activated. Caution: may come back with 750 problems...on a scan. Many of these may be false positives. Also, fixing a header in one area of the site more than likely will cascade and fix many of what seems at first as an overwhelming number of problems.

Shawn Lander: Have outside firms been approached by UF. Firms that offer consultation and private auditing on Federal Accessibility standards so that if a particular college would like to reach out and have their own websites audited?

Anne Allen: Not as of yet?
**Beacon Policy Draft**
Saira Hasnain: Policy is still in draft mode.

**UFEM Update**
Chris Easley: Currently about 200 endpoints in TrendMicro. Over the last several days have caught 11 virus, many command and control suspicious type activites, 4 behavior monitoring triggers. Trend appears to be effective. Problem with the client contacting with the main control successfully always. Perhaps some manual changes will resolve this. Working with Kris Kirmse on test bed. Business and Law have offered to role out the testing beyond just UFIT.

Training will be coming soon.

UFEM
Going through a SOW with Microsoft over SCCM deployment. Looking at different organizations for help. Microsoft has given a grant to UF for the enterprise deployment Microsoft SCCM 2016.

Mac deployment of JAMF. Working on the costs per deployment and licensing with JAMF. Price per end point still under negotiation and three day engagement for rollout.

**CRASHPLAN**
Chris Easley: Code42 will be on sight on April 12th. Heavener Hall. Goal is to go through all of the scenarios for deployment. Request is to purchase in bulk. Code42 not interested in single purchases. Requesting to purchase in 90-day increments if end users want to “test”. Cost is $95 per license which covers 4 end-points.
Getting Cherwell setup to provide CrashPlan as a service. Will make it an EndPoint Management tool.
Move to make RedHat services rolled into the UFEM toolset.

Additional Topics
Saira Hasnain: New contract in place which requires UF to provide email to retired faculty. Was in effect on January 1st 2017. Currently the email service is not setup to provide this service. Ms. Hasnain is working to provide this service for faculty as they retire. This process will go-live in May. **Individual departments should not be de-provisioning email for retired faculty.** After six months UF will look at email and see if there has been any activity in the past 90days. Will send an email informing them if in-activity continues then the email box will be de-provisioned.